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VOYEURISM DEMON 
 

Susanna says— 

 

I dreamed a dream that was not in Yahweh’s nature. The dream, based in a 

sex store, gave others a longing in sinner ways against the King. Many 

demons were involved in this nudity and lusting feast. 

 

The Great Way says— 

 

Sexual demons were the plan that you moved in before you came into My 

Kingdom. Sexual demons are more than lust: They would make you sleep 

with any and make you unashamed enough to walk around naked and 

publicly show sexual acts with others. Voyeurism is also a demon. That 

demon once lived within you. You enjoyed having others watch you do any 

detail, but since that demon has been expelled, you hate it when people 

watch you walk down the street. This truly can be brought on, all by a demon, 

to want the attention based on how sexual you can be. This is a root demon 

in a major social media detail. Many enjoy others watching their way. Many 

have a great deal of their body showing, so that others would lust after their 

way. Many who are on this social media outlet have cheated in their souls 

and have committed adultery by looking at others who go on this web service 

showing their cleavage, legs, and sexual ways. Married men have been 

targeted. They use games and other seamless harmless details to get a 

person hooked into their way. And with that game, they post pictures of 

sexual temptation all throughout the game playing, to give the person many 

ways to fall and sin in their hearts. Married men are weak if their guard is 

down. They would become a habitual cheater when they serve this voyeur 

demon through this social media way. Many people have been hooked, and 

many women willingly share a sexual way to look at, to make a competitive 

way with others. All do not walk in this way. Christians also want to be here. 

The way to get people to join in on this way is to let them say a personal way 
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and hope that others would listen and give their undivided attention. I will 

make it clear: The way that is given through this social media is truly a major 

demon-based dealing. 
 


